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Abstract
A long debate continues whether international trade institutions (specifically preferential
trade agreements, (PTAs)) affect security relations between states. Contradicting theories and
empirical claims are put forward by realists and liberals. The former posit that the institutions
are epiphenomenal and possess no power to constrain state behavior whereas the latter claim
that the institutions are likely to promote cooperation by supplying forums for consultation,
arbitration and adjudication, thus reducing the risk of war between states. This study
identifies an important channel through which the legal dimension of trade agreements
(hence Dispute Settlement Mechanisms in PTAs) may have pacifying effects on the
outbreaks of war. Dispute Settlement Mechanisms of PTAs do have strong implications for
MIDs, although not directly, but through low-level of foreign policy disputes, such as
economic sanctions. If economic sanctions are believed to escalate to violent conflict, PTA
DSMs may reduce the probability of war by mitigating the escalation of economic sanctions.
However, the level of legalism differs among DSMs in PTAs. The present study first
confirms empirically that sanction disputes escalate to militarized disputes and further,
addresses the selection issue by using bivariate probit model. I find a sizeable impact of
medium level of legalism reducing the sanctions escalation into war whereas high level of
legalism, in which the state sovereignty is limited, do reduce the probability of sanctions but
have no impact on war probability. Further, the interstate political cooperation proves to be a
strong determinant for highly legalistic PTAs but not in the case of medium level of legalism.
JEL classification: D74, F15, F51
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1. Introduction
In 1945 A.O. Hirschman launched a timely debate on the role of international trade as a
major factor influencing conflicts and even wars between states. This was also the time
when the international community had to be reconstructed through complex cooperation
mechanisms with the view to build on lessons of past errors.
Two centuries before, the German philosopher I. Kant, trying to devise a scheme for
perpetual peace, had seen in international trade a powerful mean to consolidate peaceful
relationship between states, thus praising sweet trade.
There is no contest on the fact that trade is central in antagonistic or cooperative
relationships of nations pursuing legitimately their own interests. Still the ways through
which trade institutions, trading arrangements and more recently the ever growing various
types of free trade agreements, orientate states towards resolution of conflicts or
stalemate, has to be revisited. Specifically, the legal dimension of trade institutions (hence
Preferential Trade Agreements) plays an important role for the preservation of peace. Also
it is important to identify the ways through which the institutional (legal) dimension in
PTAs (Duina and Morano-Foadi, 2011) may or may not have a profound effect on peace.
The aim of this chapter is to identify statistically the contribution of various form of
institutionalization of trade relationship on conflict outbreaks of varying intensities
(including wars), to identify also the channels through which these institutions mitigate or
eventually exacerbate latent conflicts.
The literature in international relations identifies three pillar, based on so-called Kantian
tripod, through which peace can be preserved (Russett and Oneal, 2001) which are
democracy, economic (trade) interdependence and international institutionalization.
Indeed, realists believe that trade induces conflict (Hirschman, 1945) or have no impact on
the establishment of peace (Keshk et al, 2010) due to the existence of asymmetries in
trade relationship whereas for the liberals, trade increases the opportunity cost of war and
thus promotes peace (Hegre et al., 2010; Martin et al., 2008). Obviously, it is not possible
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to claim that all military conflicts originate in confrontation of trading interest. But trade
would nonetheless play a central part in the set up of latent or developing conflicts. For
this reason, the effects of trade interdependence on military conflict have become a widely
discussed issue in economic and political literature. Furthermore, the role of institutions
devised to organize trading relations, to set up rules to solve conflicts and to provide a
legal framework to commercial exchanges, was viewed as central in these processes of
cooperation and confrontation among nations. After 1945, institutions developed
predominantly as multilateral organizations, but more recently, regional organizations and
even bilateral preferential trade agreements began to occupy the front stage (e.g.
Mansfield and Pevehouse, 2000).
Consequently, the legal dimension of PTAs became essential to contain possible conflicts
(Russett and Oneal, 1998). Indeed, Robert Schuman accentuated the idea of a governing
body, during the creation of European Steel and Coal Community, a predecessor to
today’s European Union.
In his words:
“By pooling basic production and by instituting a new High Authority, whose
decisions will bind France, Germany and other member countries; this proposal
will lead to the realization of the first concrete foundation of a European federation
indispensable to the preservation of peace.”
The Schuman Declaration – 9 May 19501.
The basis of this High Authority, as well as in other trade agreements, lies in the creation
of Dispute Settlement Mechanisms (DSMs) that perform numerous functions reducing
transaction costs through restraining norm-breakers, mediating among the conflicting
parties, arbitrating and adjudicating.
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Preferential Trade Agreements, however, differ greatly in terms of legalization. Low level
of legalism leaves to political/diplomatic negotiation the responsibility to resolve disputes,
whereas medium level of legalism organizes the establishment of ad hoc panels (third
party), whose arbitration is legally binding. These institutions are referred as quasi-judicial
(Chase et al., 2013). Finally, the highly legalistic mechanisms allow for standing tribunals
and courts. These represent the highest form of institutionalization.
This chapter will provide an empirical analysis of the impact of various types of dispute
settlement mechanisms in PTAs on militarized disputes.

A two-stage approach is

proposed, where the link between DSMs and sanctions is combined with the link between
sanctions and militarized disputes. First, the effects of threat and imposition of economic
sanctions are analyzed using a simple probit model. Then, the selection issue is addressed
in order to analyze the escalation of lower-level of disputes (economic sanctions) to the
higher level of disputes (militarized interstate disputes) across country pairs using a
bivariate probit model covering the period 1950-2001. Correlates of War (COW) database
is used for the information on Militarized Interstate Disputes at country-pair level2. The
data on economic sanctions is extracted from Threats and Imposition of Sanctions (TIES)
database.
The paper proceeds as follows. The next section offers a broad review on the relationship
between different aspects of international institutions (notably Preferential Trade
Agreements) and militarized interstate disputes. Section 3 presents the analysis of the
effects of sanctions on militarized conflicts. Section 4 presents the analysis on the impact
of institutionalization of PTAs on war probabilities through sanctions, section 5 analyses
the determinants of institutionalization of PTAs whereas section 6 concludes.
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Currently the Correlates of War (COW) database offers the data till 2001, however, it will be updated till 2010
in the near future. It will then be possible to extend the analysis, to include the important wave of PTAs post
2001.
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2. Trade institutions and interstate conflict
The literature in international relations on economic interdependence has recently
renewed its attention on the relationship between international trade institutions and
agreements and interstate conflict, introducing econometric methods. Like in the old
debate, a controversy exists between realists and liberals, who theorize contradictory
effects of trade institutions on violent conflict.
The so-called realist school of thought considers international institutions to have little
impact on the propensity of states to engage in conflicts. In the presence of powerful
nations and international anarchy, organizations have little importance and reflect the
interests of powerful states. The realists note that customary international law is very
weak, so is the regulatory power of supranational institutions to protect the rights of states
in the international system. This is the reason why these institutions could not play a vital
role in reducing international conflict. Even in the context of European Union (which in
the most advanced stage towards political union), Mearsheimer (1990) casts doubt on the
belief that EU, as an institution, has played a major role in inducing profound peace in
Europe. Instead, he accentuates the role of systemic forces, such as equality of power and
existence of nuclear weapons creating balance. Institutions provide no guarantee in
restraining the actions of powerful states pursuing a specific goal (Schweller, 2001).
In contrast to realists’ views, institutionalists and liberals take on a completely opposite
view and regard institutions as strong tools in shaping and constraining the behavior of
states. One line of research analyzes the effect of international organizations (IOs) by
distinguishing them between economic and security IOs. For example Boehmer et al.
(2004) argue that organizations with security mandate are more effective at promoting
peace than those with non-security objectives and interests. Although it is true that
security organizations are deliberately formed to address directly the political and security
issues, the commercial institutions have also played an important role in mitigating
conflict. The literature on commercial institutions deals with the causal logics explaining
how trade institutions and agreements affect military conflict. It identifies two
mechanisms through which regional trade institutions are likely to affect violent conflict
5

(Bearce, 2003). The first one, grounded in the conventional wisdom, is, since war disrupts
international trade benefits3 (Martin et al., 2008; Glick and Taylor, 2010), trade
institutions and agreements increase the opportunity cost of conflict by increasing intraagreement trade (Martin et al., 2008; Polachek, 1980; Oneal and Russett, 1999) and future
trade gains (Copeland, 1996; Martin et al., 2012)4. The concerns about uneven gains and
losses could lead to potential conflict among states and PTAs address these issues by
providing information and thereby reducing uncertainty about the distribution of benefits
accrued from economic exchange (Mansfield and Pevehouse, 2000).
Another vein of research explains economic interdependence beyond trade and reckons
capital flows between nations as inhibitors of violent conflict in the context of preferential
trade agreements. Preferential trade agreements frequently include provisions related to
foreign direct investments (FDI) to boost inward FDI and to protect the investor’s rights.
Firms locating investments in a member state gain preferential access to other
participants’ markets as well (Mansfield, 2003) and could exploit economies of scale from
this larger market (Jaumotte, 2004). Moreover, since PTAs reduce the ability of the
governments to renege on their commitments made to foreign investors (Büthe and
Milner, 2008, 2014), the prospects are limited that these investments could be threatened
by state actions. (Fernandez and Portes, 1998; Yarbrough and Yarbrough, 1992). FDI
provides realizable benefits to countries by increasing capital flows which could be
menaced in case of interstate conflict eruption (Gartzke, 2007). Further, FDI renders
private information that reduces uncertainty (Gartzke et al., 2001).
Recently, however, several studies cast doubt on the idea that preferential trade
agreements help reduce interstate conflict by increasing opportunity cost through
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Barbieri and Levy (1999) and Levy and Barbieri (2004) challenge this view and found no significant evidence
that war inhibits trade flows.
4
A dissenting body of research views relative gains from increased trade as the cause of conflict. The argument
lies in the notion that state acquiring wealth and boosting productivity from a trade arrangement could be
translated into the accumulation of military strength which could be used against other member of the
agreement (Barbieri, 1996; Gowa, 1994; Grieco, 1988; Mansfield, 1993). This argument is criticized by Schiff
and Winters, 1998) arguing that agreements need not raise income.
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increased bilateral trade and investment flows. This line of investigation is deeply rooted
in the rationalist logic of war formulated by Fearon (1995): issue indivisibility,
commitment problems and asymmetries of information. Indeed, Nye (1971) argues that
preferential arrangements help to dampen conflicts by providing a forum for bargaining
and negotiation among member states, assisting them in resolving disagreements before
open hostilities break out. Keohane (1984) claims also that institutions do reduce
transaction costs, provide information and limit uncertainty, mitigating the probability of
member states reneging on agreed commitments. The literature elaborates elements of
Fearon’s rational logic of war and identifies causal mechanisms through which
information dissemination and increased credibility affect conflict. International conflict
could occur due to informational problems. International institutions provide forums for
consultations and exchange of information between state leaders. More formally, they
provide mechanisms for collecting and disseminating important information, useful to
member states. Trade agreements, in addition to trade issues, address political and military
issues as well (Bearce, 2003) and some preferential trade agreements include formal
security and military substructures5 which organize joint military exercises and defense
minister forums (Vicard, 2012). In the light of informational channel to conflict
mitigation, Boehmer et al. (2004) introduced an informational theory of intergovernmental
organizations and argue that these organizations promote peace by revealing private
information about competing states. As discussed, this private information can be related
to trade as well as other military and political matters6.
Secondly, the factors causing commitment problems such as time inconsistencies could
induce war (Gartzke et al., 2010). Negotiations stall if an established agreement is not
credibly enforced. Trade institutions may institute the mechanisms of dispute settlement
and also act as mediators, encouraging dialogue. Moreover, the regular meetings of high
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There exist alliance agreements which specifically institute elements of economic cooperation. See Long and
Leeds (2006).
6
Although Bearce (2003) contend that even with full information, violent conflict may occur due to
commitment problems.
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level officials and heads of the states create trust between members and reduces the
problem of credible commitment. The obstacles to the enforcement of parties’ rights and
monitoring of commitments reduce incentives for negotiations (Fearon, 1998). To
overcome these commitment problems, commercial institutions offer opportunities for
high-level state leaders to meet and interact, which helps in mitigating mutual political
and military differences even if negotiating on these differences is not part of the formal
agenda (Bearce, 2003). This creates trust among the member nations and could unfreeze
interstate political and military tensions. Following this logic, the regional economic
agreement of MERCOSUR has emerged as a forum for discussion of sensitive policy
areas including nuclear proliferation concerns (Manzetti, 1993) and repeated interaction of
leaders of ECOWAS states encourage norms of peace in the region. In addition, bilateral
as well as interregional trade agreements concluded by EU include provisions on nuclear
safety and terrorism (for example EC-FYROM, EC-Egypt, EC-Albania …). Further,
European Union’s (EU) motives for negotiating a trade deal with the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) countries are elucidated by the EU’s geopolitical and ideational interests
(Antkiewicz and Momani, 2009) and therefore uses trade to achieve foreign policy
objectives (Messerlin, 2001). This suggests that there exists variety of issue areas in
preferential trade agreements through which the states may pursue their policies other than
trade.
2.1 Approaches to institutional diversity
The first approach, entailing a vast literature, discusses the effects of international
organizations and agreements on conflict. The preliminary work ignores the fact that trade
agreements differ in scope, coverage and institutionalization. Several studies examine the
effects of International Governmental Organizations (IGOs) in general (Boehmer et al.,
2004; Gartzke et al., 2010) and trade agreements in particular (Mansfield and Pevehouse,
2000; Mansfield et al., 1999; Russett and Oneal, 2001). The implicit hypothesis behind
this empirical work is that agreements mitigate the conflict between members by raising
opportunity cost of conflict through trade and investment gains. Although, these studies
provide an important insight into the analysis but their assumption of homogeneity and
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uniformity across agreements undermine the analyses of their pacifying effects on conflict
between members of agreements. The theoretical arguments in response to Fearon
(1995)’s Rational Theory of War suggest that institutional variation has important
implications for analysis.
Nevertheless, the second approach returns to the task of differentiating between trade
agreements. Much of the research follows this logic, identifying various features of
preferential trade agreements, and analyses various mechanisms through which these
features have an impact on peace. This approach stresses the importance of delineating
trade agreements (Kahler, 1995; Grieco, 1997; Hicks and Kim, 2012), regional trade
institutions (Haftel, 2007) and international organizations (Gartzke, et al., 2010). These
studies accounted for variation in institutional design of agreements and organizations.
Grieco (1997) mainly pointed two dimensions of organizations; the scope of activity and
the level of institutional authority but falls short of providing a specific measure for these
dimensions. Kahler (1995) also proposes two dimensions i.e. strength and scope.
Gartzke et al., (2010) disaggregated IOs according to their level of institutionalization.
They differentiated organizations according to their mandate whether political, economic
or social. Interestingly, they found that organizations with economic mandate increase
crises relative to other IOs. Their argument, based on empirical results, is that economic
organizations increase tensions between members due to inefficient distribution of surplus
generated under these organizations. Again, they did not provide any measure to scale
these economic organizations which blurs the analysis of the capacity of the latter to
address these issues. Nevertheless, the issues of broader cooperation under these trade
organizations (PTAs) can mitigate the tensions that arise between members. Moreover, the
PTAs provide forums and incorporate mechanisms for the resolution of disputes and
institute the authority, which may dilute tensions between the member states and provide
the opportunity not to go for war. Specifically, this point is of particular importance with
respect to the study conducted in this chapter. The present study builds on these
approaches to draw a clear picture of trade agreements and institutions and to analyze
their role in mediating and controlling the disputes escalation to violent conflict.
9

The third approach emphasizes on the reduction of barriers to trade. This conception
follows the canonical taxonomy of trade agreements developed by Balassa (1961) that
views regionalism as successive process towards economic, monetary and finally political
union through free trade area (FTA), customs union (CU) and common market (CM). This
classification is still widely used in economics literature (Ghosh and Yamarik, 2004b;
Magee, 2008; Vicard, 2009) as well as in international relations (Bearce, 2003; Bearce
and Omori, 2005). Although, the analysis based on this classification of agreements is
widely used, it is confusing for the following reasons:
First, the classification to represent institutional variation using typology of Balassa,
neglects the institutional diversity across trade agreements. The shortcomings of analysis
lie in the simplistic notion of various trade agreements into free trade area and customs
union

(Whalley, 1998). For example, a simple glance would be sufficient to note the

difference between SAFTA (South Asian Free Trade Area) and NAFTA (North American
Free Trade Agreement). Both differ widely in terms of their issue-area coverage and the
level of institutionalization they entail, both being part of the FTA category. Another
example can be the comparison between two customs unions: European Community and
Andean Customs Union, but their institutional variations are in fact enormous (Li, 2000).
Page (2000) points out that PTAs assume a continuum from less to more integrated level.
She further argues that assumption of World Trade Organization’s (WTO) classification
into free trade areas, customs unions, and common markets is not relevant. Secondly,
these different typologies of trade agreements fail to capture the range of activities
corresponding to inherent political and legal heterogeneity. The varied institutional rules
are subsumed into a single phenomenon, thus concealing the complexity and
heterogeneity.
In fact preferential trade agreements differ in scope and vary dramatically in their design
(Johns and Peritz, 2014). Indeed, they are heterogeneous in nature. Some commercial
arrangements are larger in scope while others tend to be of lesser scope. Some impose
shallow trade obligations while others concentrate on deep obligations. The question
follows whether PTAs do indeed represent strong state commitments or are merely paper
10

tigers (Hicks and Kim, 2012). Consequently, the effectiveness of trading arrangements to
contain disputes between states could vary. The agreed upon issue areas and varying
degrees of institutionalization of trade agreements could have diverse effect on the
escalation of disputes. In the next section, we will discuss the kaleidoscopic picture of
trade agreements and their capacity to minimize conflicts.
2.2 Qualitative differences in preferential trade agreements and conflict
In addition to trade related issues, PTAs have cooperation objectives of political nature,
such as civil protection, regional cooperation, terrorism, visa and asylum, nuclear
safety…7 Therefore, PTAs (especially recent) could be treated as instruments of foreign
policy (Capling, 2008). Moreover, the diversity of PTAs can be analyzed from a
geographical point of view (Aggarwal and Fogarty, 2004). PTAs can be bilateral
(arrangement between two countries and/or regions only)8, regional (between three or
more contiguous countries located in a certain region) (Johns and Peritz, 2014) and
plurilateral (between three or more countries not located in the same region)9. Contrary to
traditional approaches to regional integration10, every PTA formed on the bilateral,
regional or plurilateral level has its own dynamics of political, institutional and economic
integration. Therefore, PTAs include the elements of foreign policy, ensuring peaceful
settlements of political and military disputes, are not only geographically regional in scope
but also bilateral (Rosen, 2004)11.
Recent research provides an insight on the fact that international trade agreements are
heterogeneous by nature and have therefore varying effects on interstate conflict. Trade
agreements can be viewed from two different aspects. First, the issue coverage, known as
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See for a full discussion of issue areas negotiated in US and EU preferential trade agreements (PTAs) by Horn,
Mavroidis and Sapir, 2010).
8
Bilateral arrangements may include an agreement between two countries, a country and a region as well as
between two regions.
9
Another terminology is multilateral which is commonly referred to the countries signatories to GATT/WTO.
10
See for example Haftel (2007) for an analysis on regional institutions only.
11
Rosen discussed foreign policy objectives of United States that it pursued through the conclusion of bilateral
FTAs, US-Israel FTA and US-Jordan FTA.
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breadth and second, the legal obligations to restrain states from defection and to respect
the commitments they made in agreement, known as depth. We will discuss the effects of
the latter in detail in the next section.
2.3

Institutionalized trade arrangements and peace (the issue of depth)

The analysis of the connections between commercial exchange and conflict can be traced
centuries back. Indeed, Immanuel Kant, prolonging a long debate initiated in the
seventeenth century, believed that perpetual peace is based on three pillars, democracy,
economic interdependence, sweet commerce, and progressive building of international
institutions.
The institutionalist notion and the liberal arguments are often derived from the views of
Kant (1991 [1795]). This school of thought further developed theoretical connections
between economic interdependence and risk of conflict. These insights were largely
influenced by subsequent European thinkers and scholars. For example, Machlup (1977)
documents that Wilfredo Pareto uphold the idea that peace in European continent could be
achieved through customs union and John Maynard Keynes (1920, ch. 7) advocated the
idea that states would be politically bound in the aftermath of economic integration which
would be vital for reducing conflict.
More recently, these notions have been widely examined empirically. The empirical
research largely confirms (with few exceptions) that trade agreements succeed in
mitigating conflict. Initially, Mansfield and Pevehouse (2000) analyzed the effect on
military conflict in the institutional context, which has largely been ignored before their
work, by examining the links between preferential trade agreements (PTAs) and military
conflict. The authors argue that PTAs dampen conflict through increased trade, heightened
investment and providing conflict resolution mechanisms. In addition, they find that
PTAs, encompassing all these features, moderate the effect of bilateral trade in mitigating
political conflict. Although, their work provided an important insight into the dampening
effect of PTAs on military conflict and served as the base for empirical works afterwards,
but do not delineate the mechanisms through which PTAs have an impact on Militarized
12

Interstate Disputes (MIDs). However, Bearce (2003) attempted to answer the question on
how institutions (i.e. through which mechanisms) matter by theoretically conceptualizing
three potential mechanisms through which PTAs may impact conflicts – state leaders’
increased expectations of future commerce discourage them to fight, due to increased cost
– better information exchange, including security coordination, provided by the
framework of commercial institutions – regular meetings or forums of high-level state
leaders creating the inter-state trust.
Bearce (2003) further performs case analysis of GCC and ECOWAS (CEDEAO) and
finds that these mechanisms are active in reducing conflict. Also, the diffusion of tensions
has been witnessed between India and Pakistan, political rivals for decades. The then
Pakistani president employed

“Cricket Diplomacy” by travelling to India ostensibly to

watch cricket match in Jaipur to reduce tensions at the Indo-Pak border created by
“Operation Brasstacks” in 1987. Both India and Pakistan are members of regional
organization, SAARC, established in 198512. Bearce and Omori (2005) empirically
examine these potential mechanisms and find a stronger role for state leaders’ interaction
in containing conflicts, while trade integration and security coordination are found to be
insignificant.
Subsequent works disaggregate the large PTA category to account for differences in
institutions, proxied by the number of clauses. Haftel (2007) measures the number of
issues encompassed by regional organizations and argue that a wide array of economic
issues does play a strong role in dampening conflicts among nations. He further argues
that the number of meetings between high-level officials provides valuable information
regarding national interests. He tests his arguments and finds considerable support for
them, although he collects the data on only 28 regional organizations. Further, Vicard
(2012) classifies PTAs according to their depth. He distinguishes two categories,
“Shallow” and “Deep” PTAs. He finds that deep integration agreements (custom union
and common market), involving political cooperation, are robust to reduce the probability
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that low-level disputes escalate into war. He further shows that shallow integration has no
effect on war probability. Finally, Shaffer (2011) tests that economic integration
agreements increase the probability of conflict among PTA members having symmetry of
trade relationships.
The literature, discussed above provides an important insight into the causal mechanisms
of commercial institutions and agreements to inhibit the military conflict, but it is a sort of
"black box". Furthermore, if this literature accounts for variation in scope of agreements,
it generally ignores the legal dimension of PTAs and their potential mitigating effects on
militarized conflict. The legal dimension of PTAs may have important implications for
military conflicts. Indeed, the results obtained by Gartzke et al., (2010) and Hafner-Burton
and Montgomery (2012) indicate that organizations with economic mandate (i.e. trade
organizations) tend to increase conflict among members. This argument is based on the
possibility that under the membership of an economic organization, the nations compete
over benefits and therefore, the dispute arising from asymmetric distribution may escalate
to military conflict. According to functionalist logic, PTAs, well equipped with proper
institutionalization such as Dispute Settlement Mechanisms (DSMs) that address
cooperation problems (Koremenos et al., 2001), may help to alleviate these concerns
related to uneven distribution.
Based on Kantian notions, scholars have attempted to conceptualize and empirically
analyze the effects of the third leg of the Kantian tripod i.e. progressive building of
international institutions. (See above). The modern interpretation of Kant's proposition
refers more to international law and even to international organizations, which were
hardly conceivable notions at the end of the 18th century. Research has started to account
for various schemes of institutions and their effects on violent conflict (Haftel, 2007;
Vicard, 2012). The works have been carried out on the conflict mitigating effects of legal
dimension but the research on this aspect of international trade agreements is relatively
rare as well as inconclusive. The present chapter thus focuses on this dimension by
looking deeply into it and identifying the channel though which legalization may affect
the outbreak of war. Therefore, in the first step, we need to review some of the major
14

concepts and theories linking the legal aspect of trade agreements (DSMs) and violent
conflict.
2.4

Dispute settlement mechanisms of PTAs and risks of militarized interstate conflict

There is a recent tendency to institute in PTAs more and more military and security
standing committees. For example, a forum exists under MERCOSUR for consultations
on security policy areas such as nuclear proliferation (Manzetti, 1993). Preferential trade
agreements such as Communauté Economique des Pays des Grands Lacs (CEPGL),
Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) and European Union (EU)
embody rules about military engagement such as entente pact, non-aggression pact as well
as mutual defense pact (Powers, 2004) which is termed as issue-linkage. The PTAs that
directly include provisions related to military and security and provide conflict resolution
mechanisms could have direct mitigating effect on violent conflict but there are few PTAs
that include these components and one cannot generalize these effects.
In addition to increasing cost of conflict as a result of intensified trade, PTAs could on the
contrary create capacity for conflicts as the nations compete over gains from the
agreement (Hafner-Burton and Montgomery, 2008), especially when the gains from
economic integration are unbalanced. The rising dependencies among economies are not
exclusive of asymmetries generating economic and political troubles (Schneider, 1999).
Agreement member(s) may perceive themselves as threatened as a result of increased
supremacy of other members(s) due to uneven distribution of gains. Here, it is important
to understand the difference between the gains whether it is “absolute gain” or “relative
gain” which is the potential source of tension. Kenneth Waltz (1979) outlines
“When faced with the possibility of cooperating for mutual gain, states that feel
insecure must ask how the gain will be divided. For them, the important issue is not
"Will both of us gain?" (absolute) but "Who will gain more?" (relative). If an
expected gain is to be divided, say, in the ratio of two to one, one state may use its
disproportionate gain to implement a policy intended to damage or destroy the
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other. Even the prospect of large absolute gains for both parties does not elicit their
cooperation so long as each fears how the other will use its increased capabilities”.

The states are concerned about the relative gains under the agreement, which is indeed the
seed of contention under international anarchy, and therefore the relative gains hypothesis
have implications for economy as well as security (Snidal, 1991). Along the same line,
Hegre (2004) develops an expected utility model demonstrating that trade is more
effective in reducing the conflict probability when economic interdependence is
symmetric and when states have symmetric information about each other’s intentions.
However, trade gains extracted through trade agreements can be translated into military
gains (Gowa and Mansfield, 1993).
Legal institutions of adjudication and arbitration perform functions of diplomatic good
offices as well as mediation among conflicting parties, thus resolving disputes (Russett et
al., 1998 and Russett and Oneal, 2001). They help to remedy market failures that inhibit
cooperation (Kono, 2007). DSMs are primarily incorporated to solve commercial disputes
(Bearce, 2003) that could potentially degenerate in political conflict (Stein, 1993;
Mansfield and Pollins, 2003) but Bearce (2003) does not share this notion and casts strong
doubts on the escalation of trade and economic disputes to military confrontation.
Therefore, in his view, DSMs under PTAs may not have any (high-level) conflict
mitigating effects as disputes on economic issues are not likely to spillover into war. In
line of the arguments put forward by Bearce (2003), it can be deduced that there are lose
theoretical connections between DSMs and militarized conflict, however, DSMs have
strong implications for lower level of political-economic conflicts, such as trade or
economic sanctions.
Nevertheless, trade sanctions have strong implications on military conflict,
justifying the two-stage approach proposed above. The literature on international relations
exhibits competing theories of sanctions on war. One line of research considers it as a
substitute to war (Lopez and Cortright, 1995) whereas the other theorize it as
16

complementary to war and argue that trade sanctions could escalate to military aggression.
Therefore, the DSMs, by preventing sanctions or their escalation to war, could have
pacifying effects on war. This chapter identifies this channel through which DSMs could
affect the lower-level conflicts (sanctions) and their potential escalation to high-level
conflict. Therefore, DSMs have indirect effects on military.

The channel would look like in figure 2.1.

Dispute Settlement
Mechanisms

Economic Sanctions

Weak link
Military Conflict

Figure 1: Dispute settlement mechanisms and military conflict through economic
sanctions
To analyze this channel through which DSMs affect war, it is important to examine the
effects of trade sanctions on interstate war. Before examining the pacifying effects of
DSMs on sanctions, we evaluate the potential impact of trade sanctions on war and look
what the theory tells about the effects of the former on violent conflict. Then, we
investigate empirically this impact using our database and check what out data tells about
the effects of sanctions.
Therefore, the following section first offers a brief review and an empirical analysis on the
potential effects of sanctions on war. Afterwards, it evaluates the effects of DSMs on
sanctions as well as their impact on preventing the escalation into military conflict.
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3 DSMs, Sanctions and Military conflict
The object of this section is twofold: first to analyze the effect of economic sanctions on
militarized disputes and, the second to examine the potential effects of DSMs in
preventing the sanctions that may escalate to military conflict. This strategy to decompose
the process in a two-stage framework is proposed as an alternative to prior inconclusive
literature.
3.1

Economic sanctions and military conflict

International economic sanctions appear to be a common and recurring feature in political
interactions between states (Caruso, 2007). They are often viewed as a substitute to
military action. For example, Shaffer (2011) adopts a policy substitution framework which
signifies that states may pursue foreign policy goals using several different means. The
main point behind this notion is that sanctions may be used as an alternative means of
coercion to achieve foreign policy goals, thereby forestalling the eruption of military
aggression. Therefore, imposing sanctions is a policy mechanism to solve a conflict
without resorting to violent means of fighting such as war.
During conflicts, states possess numerous options to adopt. Among them, certain
alternatives are more preferable than the option to use military force (Starr, 2000; Gartzke
et al., 2001; Stein, 2003). Sanctions are thus classified as an option between diplomacy
and war (Selden, 1999). Sanctions are employed to harm the target state through
disruption of economic activities (Hufbauer et al., 1990; Drezner, 2003) such as bilateral
trade and FDI, thus producing an outcome of deadlock (Drezner, 1998). They involve one
state attempting to alter another state’s behavior politically or economically without the
use of weapons or military force and range from travel bans and arms embargoes to trade
bans (Smith, 2004).
Sanctions are also imposed to punish the target states (Drezner, 1999). Therefore,
sanctions are the costly signals sent by the targeting state (Gartzke et al., 2001). The
motivation of the targeting state, to change the policy of the targeted state, is also analyzed
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in a political economy perspective, considering the impact of sanctions on domestic public
opinion of the targeted state (Fearon, 1997; Gartzke et al., 2001).
Notwithstanding, the sanctions’ status as substitutes for militarized aggression, their
success rate is problematic. Indeed, Wallensteen (2000) finds that the success of sanctions
in altering the policy behavior of targeted states range from 5 to 30 percent. The success
of economic sanctions may be dependent upon the level of interstate commercial
activities. Sanctions may be used to harm the target economy if economic interdependence
is sufficiently high. Therefore, the success or failure of economic sanctions is dependent
on the structure of economic interdependence between the conflicting states (Hirschman,
1945; Stein, 2003).
Sanctions may have a consequence, different from the desire of changing the behavior of
the sanctioned state. They may escalate to military action. Indeed, Lektzian and Sprecher,
(2007) argue that the sanctioning state has to bear economic and political costs which
restrain its range of choices in future. Therefore, the costs of economic sanctions are
incurred not only by the targeted state, but also by the sanctioning state (Hufbauer et al.,
1990; Wagner, 1988). Further, Lektzian and Sprecher, (2007) explain, in a public choice
perspective, that sanctions tie the hands of democratic leaders, facing their public opinion
and are more likely to be involved in a militarized conflict. George (1991) explains in the
historical context of WW2 that Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbor, followed by United States’
entry into war was actually rooted in economic sanctions. In his words:
“The oil embargo the United States imposed on Japan in July 1941 was so credible
and so potent that it quickly provoked Japanese leaders into making a very difficult
and desperate decision to initiate war rather than capitulate to Washington's
extreme demands that it get out of China and, in effect, give up its aspirations for
regional hegemony in Southeast Asia”.
The initiation of sanctions by the targeting state signals its preparation for eventual future
militarized conflict. The sanctions may increase tension on both sides and possibly end up
into militarized dispute. Drury and Park (2004) put forward that leaders who are prepared
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to use military force, may impose economic coercion as a last chance before resolving to
military action. Therefore, contrary to the popular belief that sanctions are substitutes to
military option, they may be viewed as complementary to militarized conflict13.
Empirical studies, however, show mixed outcomes in establishing whether the economic
sanctions are substitutes or complementary to militarized conflicts. For example, Petrescu
(2011) finds that sanctions could be used as an alternative policy tools to military action.
Shaffer (2011) argues that states may choose sanctions to signal conflict in lieu of military
action but did not find empirical support for the argument. On the opposite, numerous
studies find strong positive links between economic sanctions and armed conflict (Drury
and Park, 2004; Lektzian and Sprecher, 2007; Shaffer, 2011). This relationship is
empirically analyzed below.
3.2

The impact of economic sanctions on war

3.2.1 Data

The Correlates of War (COW) dataset provides detailed and comprehensive data on
Militarized Interstate Disputes (MIDs) over the period 1816-2001 (Ghosn, Palmer and
Bremer; 2004). War itself is defined as a MID which involves at least 1000 deaths of
military personnel. This restricted definition reduces the number of events considered as
war to less than 100. Yet, this database can be used to adopt a broader definition of war
involving armed conflicts such as mere display of force. The COW dataset distinguishes
each event according to its intensity i.e. a MID of hostility level 3 represents display of
force, level 4 representing the use of force and 5, war. However, the MID hostility level 2,
which represents the threat to force is not considered as a military conflict, even in a broad
sense.
From an empirical point of view, it is interesting to distinguish between different levels of
hostility and not just retain a strict definition of war.

13

The recent tension between Russia and EU, which are presently at the stage of sanctions and retaliation are a
good illustration of this discussion.
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Therefore in the following analysis bearing on the period 1950-2001, two dependent
variables are used. The first dependent variable is constructed by assuming the broader
definition of war (MID 3, 4, 5) and the second, used for robustness, is composed of a
stricter definition of MID (levels 4 and 5 only). This practice is in line with the conflict
literature14.
The sanctions data are coded using the Threats and Imposition of Sanctions (TIES)
dataset. The updated TIES database provides the data on sanctions over the period 19452005 (Morgan, Bapat and Kobayashi, 2013). TIES database defines sanctions as policy
option adopted by states to limit or end their economic relations with a target state.
Each observation of sanction is coded as involving one targeting state and one targeted
state (dyad). Sanctions cases are coded according to their duration e.g. when a targeting
state initiates a threat or imposes sanctions against another state, for instance, in 1990 and
terminates in 1993, the duration of the sanctions will be recorded as lasting four years and
the variable will be coded ‘1’ for the whole interval, or ‘0’ otherwise. In case of new states
following the initiator of the sanction, only the action of the initiator is taken into account.
Several episodes of sanctions were dropped due to insufficient information regarding the
targeting or the targeted state.
Table 1: Descriptive statistics 1950 – 2001
Sample
Observations
MIDs (all levels)
Display of force (3)
Use of force (4)
War (5)
Sanctions

Full
Restricted*
493573
232243
1435
717
379 (26.4 %)
200 (27.8 %)
980 (68.3 %)
488 (68.1 %)
76 (5.3 %)
29 (4.1 %)
2222
Mean
Highly legalistic DSMs
0.011
0.017
Medium legalistic DSMs
0.005
0.007
* Sample based on all the explanatory variables in estimation 4 of Table 2
** Source: Correlates of War Database (COW)

14

See for example Russett and Oneal (2001), Vicard (2012).
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Table 1 shows the total number of MIDs and occurrence / duration of sanctions episodes
in full sample as well as the restricted sample, for which the data for all variables is
available. The proportion of dyad-years engaging in three different hostility levels is
almost similar in full sample and the restricted sample. Out of 232,243 dyad-years
(restricted sample), there are 2,222 observations of sanctions-years and 717 MIDs.
In order to test whether economic sanctions are substitutes or complementary policies to
military conflict, this analysis replicates the standard research hypothesis on military
conflict based on Kantian tripod. Therefore, the econometric analysis in this section draws
methodological insights from Oneal and Russett (1999)’s study of the effects of
International Organizations on violent conflict as well as Mansfield and Pevehouse
(2000)’s analysis of the impact of Preferential Trade Agreements on war. However, the
present study relies on an alternative dataset comprising 300 PTAs (extracted from
GPTAD) and more important the period of analysis is different. Oneal and Russett’s study
does not go beyond the year 1992 and that of Mansfield’s goes up to the year 1985 only.
The time span of the analysis below (1950-2001) encompass a more recent period,
including the post Cold War period.
To establish a robust relationship between sanctions and occurrence of wars, it is
necessary to control with the well established variables derived from Kantian analysis to
explain wars.
These variables relate to democratic regimes, economic interdependence and international
institutions and, by extension, preferential trade agreements. Data on the presence of
democratic norms are taken from Polity IV dataset. It attempts to measure the level of
democracy in a country and ranges from the value of -10 (highly autocratic regime) to +10
(highly democratic regime). The sum of polity scores of both countries in the dyad is
included. This hypothesis suggests that democracies are less prone to initiate war, which is
the accepted regularity in the international relations literature. Trade variable is included
at bilateral level which measures the log of the mean of bilateral imports as a percentage
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of GDP. The dummy variable for zero trade is added as a control. Finally, the estimations
are controlled with the variable where countries in a dyad share a trade agreement or not.
Other control variables include dummies, indicating countries sharing a common border
and language, countries with a common former colonizer or a colonial relationship and
whether the countries are landlocked. The estimations are further controlled with the size
of countries, defense alliances signed between the dyad and diplomatic relations between
them. The latter measures the correlation of voting patterns in the UN general assembly.
We now turn to the econometric specifications and analyze the outcomes of the effects of
sanctions on the outbreaks of militarized confrontation.
3.2.2 Results

The results are presented in Table 2
Table 2: Effects of Economic Sanctions on War
Dependant variable

Sanctions
No. of peaceful years
Log distance
Contiguity
No. of landlocked countries
Bilateral Trade dependence (t 4)
Zero trade dum. (t - 4)
Common language
Colonial relationship
Common colonizer
Sum log area

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

MID

MID

MID 4 & 5

MID 4 & 5

1.31***
(12.63)
-0.02***
(-8.05)
-0.23***
(-9.32)
1.01***
(13.25)
-0.26***
(-6.38)

0.79***
(7.85)
-0.02***
(-8.16)
-0.31***
(-5.78)
0.70***
(7.02)
-0.21***
(-4.00)
0.01
(0.57)
-0.11*
(-1.84)
0.06
(0.92)
0.31
(1.44)
-0.06
(-0.64)
0.11***
(7.12)

1.23***
(12.31)
-0.02***
(-7.82)
-0.22***
(-8.76)
0.97***
(12.60)
-0.25***
(-5.99)

0.71***
(6.10)
-0.02***
(-8.48)
-0.28***
(-5.20)
0.70***
(6.56)
-0.19***
(-3.60)
-0.00
(-0.02)
-0.10
(-1.42)
0.05
(0.79)
0.33
(1.43)
0.02
(0.16)
0.09***
(6.38)
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Sum of polity indexes
Defense alliance
PTA
UN voting correlation (t - 4)

-0.00
(-1.44)
0.02
(0.32)
0.12
(1.37)
-0.40***
(-4.12)

-0.00
(-1.01)
0.04
(0.59)
0.13
(1.47)
-0.41***
(-3.91)

Observations
493,537
236,132
493,537
236,132
Log likelihood
-7067
-3207.1
-5431.7
-2434.3
Time dummies
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Robust standard errors in parentheses. Time dummies and intercept are not reported. Standard
clustered
errors are by dyad. *, **, *** Significance at the 10, 5 and 1% level, respectively

The first two specifications test for the influence of economic sanctions on MIDs when
the latter are coded for broader definition of war. Estimations (3) and (4) test the
sensitivity of results obtained in the first two specifications to a more restricted definition
of military conflict including MIDs of hostility level of 4 and 5. The results are obtained
employing a simple probit estimator. Column 1 shows economic sanctions have
significant effects on war probabilities for the full sample of dyad-years. The effects of
sanctions remain significant when controlled with other factors, commonly known to be
the determinants of war including Kantian factors. Moreover, sanctions are significant in
their impact on war of hostility levels 4 and 5. Now that it is established from the data and
econometric specifications that economic sanctions do have strong effects on the
probability of war, it will be seen, pursuing our two-stage strategy, how DSMs have an
impact on these sanctions and their escalation to military conflict.

4 DSMs, economic sanctions and prevention of militarized
conflicts
The conflict process is dynamic and involves numerous procedures and strategies. The
conflict between the states comprises various stages from the emergence of low-level
disputes over some issue, attempts to settle through negotiations, impositions of economic
sanctions in case of not reaching any solution, threat of military aggression and, finally,
escalation to full-fledged military action (Dixon, 1994). Mansfield and Pollins (2003) note
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that conflict between nations occurs at many levels and in several forms. Therefore, if
there is any dispute over policy between two states, the sanctioning state would issue a
threat of economic coercion, and consequently imposes it. Further, if this does not work,
there exists a risk of eruption of militarized conflict (Drury and Park, 2004; Drezner,
2003). Preferential trade agreements and, specifically their legal dimension (DSMs) could
intervene into these stages of conflict at earlier stages before it escalates to military action.
States are more likely to resolve their disputes through negotiation, compromises and
third-party mediation and/or arbitration before the war outbreaks (Dixon, 1994; Raymond,
1994).
International institutions enhance trade interdependence (Mansfield et al., 1999), increase
policy-maker’s expectations of future trade gains (Martin et, 2012), reveal private
information (Boehmer et al, 2004) and more important, supply forums for dispute
settlement (Yarbrough and Yarbrough, 1997), which encourage co-operation by
overcoming co-ordination problems (Hafner-Burton and Montgomery, 2008)). As
discussed above, the researchers have assessed the capability of DSMs to resolve
contentious issues between states related to commerce which in turn, prevent potential
escalation of these conflicts to military aggression. Although criticized by Bearce (2003),
these functions of DSMs, at least, have pacifying effects on politically motivated lower
level of conflicts such as trade and economic sanctions which could lead to violent
conflict15. Indeed, Hafner-Burton and Montgomery (2008) stress that “...trade institutions
are designed to discourage politically motivated market penalties between the
participants; the very thing sanctions harshly impose”. Therefore, there is a strong reason
to believe that PTAs do have mitigating effect on sanctions. This section offers a brief
review establishing link between DSMs and their mitigating effects on economic
sanctions.

15

See previous subsection for detailed theoretical discussion and empirical investigation on how economic
sanctions could lead to military conflict.
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In international trade policy, cheating or reneging on commitments under trade
agreements takes the form of opportunistic protectionism and in the presence of
transaction costs, imperfect information and high enforcement costs; states have an
incentive to practice it (Yarbrough and Yarbrough, 1987). This action could result in
retaliation by the aggrieved party, leading to high level conflict. Therefore, they further
assert that a discipline against opportunism must be embodied within a trade agreement
itself so that each party must individually perceive the benefits of compliance as greater
than the benefits from opportunistic protectionism. DSMs, with judiciary procedures
(panels, standing tribunals) could arbitrate disputes credibly (Russett et al, 1998) by
ensuring non-interference of states. In addition, enhanced legitimacy of PTAs provide
authentic and uniform source of interpretation (Biukovic, 2008; Chayes and Chayes,
1993). DSMs reduce transaction costs and enforcement costs (Russett and Oneal, 2001)
and provide information (Keohane, 1984), thus ensuring the smooth functioning of trade
flows and reducing the risk of imposed sanctions. DSMs help in early resolution of
disputes (Yarbrough and Yarbrough, 1997), thus mitigating the imposition of sanctions.
Based on Fearon (1995)’s logic, Hafner-Burton and Montgomery (2008) argue that DSMs
decrease uncertainty about relative disparities in distribution, capabilities and resolve that
provide rational incentives to avoid sanctions.
However, all dispute settlement mechanisms are not equal in their capacity of
enforcement. Smith (2000) initially classified DSMs into different categories. Indeed,
(Goldstein et al., 2000) claim that the world is witnessing a move to law. Indeed,
Schneider (1999) asserts that international trade organizations establish dispute resolution
regimes that move away from pure negotiation to legal procedures. In the same vein,
(Biukovic, 2008) observes that there is a growing trend towards judicialization in
international dispute settlement over the past two decades. Therefore, different types of
DSMs differ in their capacity to maintain cooperation. Helfer and Slaughter (1997) note
that an important function of a well-tailored and efficient DSM is to enhance the
legitimacy of the international treaty and international organization to which it is attached
and to “enhance the credibility of international commitments in specific multilateral
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contexts.” Therefore, the efficient Dispute Resolution Mechanism is the most important
component of international cooperation (Schneider, 1999).
Dispute Settlement Mechanisms can be categorized broadly into three types: Non-binding
third party review (or negotiations), binding third-party review (ad-hoc panels) and
standing courts (tribunals).

Chase et al (2013) term these categories as

political/diplomatic, quasi-judicial and judicial model respectively. The recent trend of
PTAs exhibits the preference of states to sign PTAs with more stringent DSMs, whether
they are developed or developing countries. Trade institutions may have a direct impact
on sanctions but different institutional features of PTAs have a varying impact (HafnerBurton and Montgomery, 2008). Therefore, different types of DSMs could have
heterogeneous effect on sanctions prevention and their escalation to military conflict. In
the next section, we will examine econometrically how different types of DSMs have
differential effects on the escalations of sanctions to military aggression.
4.1

Empirical strategy

The aim of this section is to test the hypothesis that DSMs containing institutionalized
procedures for early resolution do significantly reduce the probability that sanctions
between the member states escalate into military conflict. As emphasized above, the direct
effect of DSMs on war is not based on sound theoretical reasoning. Moreover,
econometrically, using a simple

probit or logit model to estimate the conditional

probability of war would create a selection bias. In general, the conflict literature on the
determinants of war limits the sample to “politically relevant dyads” i.e. pairs of countries
sharing a common border or involving a major power. However a lower-level form of
conflicts (which may potentially escalate to war) i.e. sanctions is used in the analysis
below.
The empirical strategy would then be to use a bivariate probit with censoring to estimate
the conditional probability of war for each dyad-year. Bivariate models assume that the
independent, identically distributed errors are correlated (Green, 2008).
The setup of the model is as follows:
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where
and

and sanction =

(1)

and war =

(2)

are vectors of explanatory variables,
are assumed to be independent from

vectors of parameters, and error terms
and to follow
ρ.

Two equations are jointly estimated (each equation is binary choice model), one
explaining the initiation of the sanction and the second the sanction’s escalation into war.
Consider two unobserved (latent) variables, representing the difference in utility levels
from the initiation of sanction and the sanction’s escalation into war respectively. The
model estimated is derived from a standard bivariate probit model. In order to set up of
this model, based on both equations (1) and (2), four possible outcomes are considered:

i.e. no sanction and no war (sanction = 0 and war = 0), a sanction is threatened or
imposed but does not escalate into war (sanction = 1 and war = 0), no sanction but war
occurs (sanction = 0 and war = 1) and the sanction escalates into war (sanction = 1 and
war = 1). The log-likelihood function is based on unconditional probabilities and obtained
in steps as follows:
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i.

Define

ii.

Define

iii.

Define

iv.

Then,

v.

Log Likelihood =

Wooldridge (2010) emphasizes that, technically, the coefficients can be identified due
only to the nonlinearity of the two equations in the bivariate probit. Hence, it is not
necessary for

to be a strict subset of

for the outcome equation to be identified.

4.2 Econometric Analysis

The results are presented in Table 3. All specifications are controlled with the basic
determinants of war considered by the conflict literature in international relations and
political science: geographical distance, contiguity and the number of peaceful years
between the two countries. Further, all estimations include PTA dummy, indicating
whether a PTA is concluded between the dyad. This is to capture the effects of those
PTAs who do not contain any dispute resolution mechanism (DSM) or include a low level
of DSM where the judicialization is absent. The highly legalistic DSMs dummy variable
includes those PTAs who establish standing tribunals and courts to resolve their intra-PTA
disputes. The dummy variable of medium level of legalism accounts for those PTAs who
sign for the third party binding review (ad hoc panels).
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Table 3: Impact of DSMs on war: bivariate censored probit model
Dependent variable

Highly legalistic DSM
Medium legalistic DSM
PTA
No. of peaceful years

Trade Variables
Trade dependence (t-4) (Bilateral)
Trade dependence (t-4) (Multilateral.)
Zero trade dummy (t-4)
Socio-political variables
Common language dummy
Colonial relationship dummy
Common colonizer dummy
Sum of polity indexes
Defense alliance

MID
(1)

MID
(2)

MID

-0.32
(-1.52)
-0.13
(-1.15)
0.04
(0.56)
-0.01***
(-7.43)

-0.18
(-0.65)
0.00
(0.01)
-0.11
(-1.19)
-0.04***
(-7.47)

-0.39*
(-1.77)
-0.16
(-1.47)
0.06
(0.72)
-0.01***
(-7.51)

Sanctions

MID

(3)

Sanctions
(4)

0.35**
(2.53)
-0.26*
(-1.92)
-0.22**
(-2.20)
0.01***
(9.88)

-0.04
(-0.35)
-0.63*
(-1.89)
0.11
(1.09)
-0.02***
(-8.20)

-0.67***
(-3.95)
-0.17
(-1.07)
-0.27**
(-2.07)
-0.00*
(-1.82)

0.03***
(2.58)
-0.18***
(-4.02)
-0.14**

0.13***
(7.43)
0.02
(0.30)
-0.38**

0.08
(1.23)
0.25
(1.20)
-0.08
(-0.90)
-0.00
(-1.48)
0.07

-0.04
(-0.49)
0.16
(0.94)
-0.45**
(-2.14)
0.02***
(6.98)
0.68***
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UN voting correlation
Geographical Variables
Log Distance
Contiguity dummy
No. of landlocked countries
Sum log area

-0.22***
(-8.44)
1.04***
(13.92)
-0.28***
(-6.91)

0.02
(0.30)
0.95***
(9.73)
-0.20***
(-2.90)

-0.23***
(-9.04)
1.03***
(13.74)
-0.29***
(-7.16)

-0.10***
(-4.12)
0.51***
(4.39)
-0.42***
(-7.18)

(0.97)
-0.55***
(-6.07)

(6.90)
-1.31***
(-18.88)

-0.31***
(-6.17)
0.64***
(6.61)
-0.20***
(-4.02)
0.10***
(7.02)

-0.10**
(-2.30)
0.19
(1.16)
-0.06
(-0.85)
0.13***
(10.06)

Observations
493 537
15 335
493 537
232 243
Uncensored observations
2817
2222
Log likelihood
-7363.6
-1763.1
-23 094.5
-11293.9
Estimation method
Probit
Probit
--------------Bivariate probit with censoring-------------Sample
Full
dist<1000km
Full
Full
Full
Full
km
Time dummies
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Robust standard errors in parentheses. Time dummies and intercept are not reported. Standard errors are clustered by dyad.
*, **, *** Significance at the 10, 5 and 1% level, respectively
.
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The first two specifications (1) and (2) are tested using the simple probit estimator to
analyze the direct impact of DSMs on war. Column 1 shows that both levels of DSMs
(highly and medium legalistic) have no significant effects on the probabilities of war on
the full sample of dyad-years. Their effects remain insignificant when the specification
accounts only for the countries separated by less than 1000 km (specification (2)). These
results do confirm the hypothesis developed by Bearce (2003) (see above) that DSMs
have no direct impact on war probabilities as he asserts that economic disputes do not
escalate to political disputes (war).
However, as discussed above, there are strong theoretical reasons to anticipate that DSMs
can have indirect effect on war probabilities through the mechanism of sanctions (HafnerBurton and Montgomery, 2008) before the latter escalate into military hostility.
Specification (3) reports the bivariate probit analysis accounting for selection. The first
and second columns present the results of the equations of the escalation into war and
initiation of sanctions episodes respectively. Results for most variables representing the
standard hypothesis are significant and with the expected sign. For instance landlocked
countries encounter a lower probability of sanctions. The coefficient is significant at 1%
in all specifications but not significant when controlled for the additional variables.
However, it is significant in reducing the probability of escalation into military
aggression. The duration of peace between the states and distance do significantly lessen
the chances of sanctions initiation as well as their escalation into war, whereas the
probability of escalation into war is found to be increasing between adjacent countries.
However the PTA dummy, capturing lower legalism (or absence of legalism), is found to
have a negative effects on sanctions initiation, nevertheless, it does have any significant
effects in preventing war.
Specification (4) in table 3, includes diverse potential co-determinants of PTAs (and
DSMs) and war. First of all, the time dummies are included to control for any shock that
may affect war and PTA legalization as well as to account for spurious trend. The
additional control variables refer to the categories of trade and political variables.
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Regarding trade variables, it is interesting to point out the importance of both bilateral
and multilateral trade dependence. Bilateral trade dependence variable measures the log of
the mean of bilateral trade as percentage of GDP whereas multilateral trade dependence
equals the log of the mean of multilateral (excluding bilateral) trade as a percentage of
GDP. The trade variables are four-year lagged.
Bilateral trade dependence do significantly increase the probability to initiate sanctions
(significance level of 1%), and is further significant to the escalation of sanctions into war.
Multilateral trade has no significant impact on the threat or imposition of sanctions.
Interestingly, they do exhibit significant negative effects on the probability of sanctions
escalation to the outbreaks of war. The coefficient is highly significant at 1% level. This
outcome coincides with the argument of the so-called realists school, launched by
Hirschman (1945), developed by Mansfield and Pollins (2003) and the results of Oneal
and Russett (1999) who measure the direct impact of bilateral trade dependence on the
probability of war. Further, our results contradict the findings of Martin et al., (2008) and
Vicard (2012). Indeed, their proposition is that multilateral trade, by reducing bilateral
trade dependence, increases the probability of military conflict. The present study finds
the opposite results when analyzing the conflict process through sanctions escalation.
When the countries are bilaterally trade dependent, the sanctions initiation is significant
between them as the utility of sanctions would be maximized in the presence of high
bilateral trade flows. Interestingly, the results further show once, the highly dependent
countries are engaged in sanctions dispute, the risk of war cannot be ignored. In other
words, the sanctions episodes could further increase the probability of war. Further, when
the country is facing economic or trade sanctions by the targeting country, it replaces its
trade with the rest of the world. By deflecting the trade in the event of sanctions, the
countries in a dyad do not remain dependent on each other, but their increased trade with
the third countries does inhibit their mutual bilateral conflicts (representing through
sanctions) in escalating into military aggression. These results do have an important
implication from the point of view of sanctions and their potential escalation to military
conflict.
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Following Vicard (2012), the zero trade dummy is included to account for the dyad-years
where trade flow is not experienced. Other control dummies are included indicating
whether they share a common language, countries that have common colonizer or colonial
history. The results indicate that these variables have no significant effects on the
probability of war.
The set of domestic and international political variables are included to control for
domestic political regime type, the geographical size of countries, military and defense
alliances and diplomatic relations between states. Diplomatic affinity is four-year lagged.
The level of democracy is found to be insignificant on war probability, whereas it is
usually found to be positive and significant in the literature (see for instance Oneal and
Russett, 1999)1. Nevertheless, democracy variable is found to have significant positive
effects on sanctions. Democratic status of the states does affect the choice of DSMs (Jo
and Namgung, 2012). Evidently, the countries with the larger size are more prone to
initiate sanctions and war. Surprisingly, the defense alliance is highly significant in
initiating sanctions episodes but is not significant when countries engage in military
conflict. Diplomatic relation (UN General Assembly voting correlation) significantly
reduces the initiation of sanctions as well as their escalation into war. Controlling for all
these determinants of war and PTAs (and DSMs), the results in specification (4) indicate
that highly legalistic DSMs do reduce the probability of sanctions, but have no impact on
the prevention of sanctions spillover into war.
On the opposite, the medium level of legalism has no significant impact on sanctions, but
significantly reduces the probability that sanctions escalate into military conflict.
Disintegrating and analyzing the third leg of Kantian tripod i.e. international law
(institutionalization of international organizations) (see Russett and Oneal, 1998) reveals
important information that medium level of legalism (ascertaining third party legally
binding mechanism) is more effective in reducing the probability of war where the
sovereignty of states remain intact, however, when the state sovereignty is limited (due to

1

Oneal and Russett (1999) analyzed the conflicts for the period 1885-1992.
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the presence of highly legalistic DSMs), they do affect sanctions negatively but not the
probability of war. The PTA dummy, which technically captures the effect of PTAs
having low level of legalism (diplomatic/political measures) (See Chase et al., 2013) do
reduce the probability of sanctions but have no significant impact on war. In a nutshell,
the lower and higher forms of legalism do not have any significant effects on the
escalation of sanctions into war whereas the medium legalism does. These results,
however, may be sensitive to other determinants of war. A number of sensitivity tests are
carried out in the next subsection.
4.3 Robustness analysis

The robustness tests of previously acquired results in our baseline specification
(specification 4 of table 3) are presented in tables 4, 5 and 6.
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Table 4: Impact of DSMs on war: robustness
Dependent variable

MID 4 & 5

Sanctions

MID

(1)
Highly legalistic DSM
Medium Legalistic DSM
PTA
No. of peaceful years

Sanctions

-0.01
(0.129)
-0.83***
(0.279)
0.13
(0.104)
-0.02***
(0.003)

-0.67***
(0.168)
-0.17
(0.161)
-0.27**
(0.129)
-0.00*
(0.001)

-0.91**
(0.396)
-0.50
(0.470)
-0.08
(0.173)
-0.02***
(0.004)

-0.95***
(0.176)
-0.19
(0.178)
-0.21
(0.153)
-0.00***
(0.001)

-0.09
(0.125)
-0.59*
(0.330)
0.14
(0.104)
-0.02***
(0.003)
0.35***
(0.074)
-0.01
(0.081)
-0.08
(0.298)

-0.82***
(0.180)
-0.17
(0.156)
-0.22*
(0.128)
-0.00
(0.001)
0.46***
(0.058)
-0.15
(0.114)
0.85**
(0.351)

0.03*
(0.014)
-0.18***
(0.046)
-0.12*
(0.070)

0.13***
(0.018)
0.02
(0.060)
-0.38**
(0.185)

0.04
(0.024)
-0.26***
(0.078)
0.19
(0.159)

0.12***
(0.019)
-0.19**
(0.084)
-0.70***
(0.197)

0.02*
(0.013)
-0.16***
(0.048)
-0.11*
(0.064)

0.11***
(0.017)
0.10
(0.061)
-0.32*
(0.187)

0.07
(0.066)
0.26
(0.223)
-0.01

-0.04
(0.079)
0.16
(0.170)
-0.45**

-0.13
(0.138)
0.32
(0.198)

0.02
(0.092)
-0.17
(0.211)

0.09
(0.066)
0.11
(0.229)
-0.06

-0.03
(0.077)
-0.05
(0.164)
-0.36*

One communist cty dummy
Two communist ctys dummy

Trade dependence (t-4) (Multil.)
Zero trade dummy (t-4)
Socio-political variables
Common language dummy
Colonial relationship dummy
Common colonizer dummy

Sanctions
(3)

No. of major powers

Trade Variables
Trade dependence (t-4) (Bil)

MID

(2)
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Sum of polity indexes
Defense alliance
UN voting correlation

Geographical variables
Log Distance
Contiguity dummy
No. of landlocked countries
Sum log area

(0.092)
-0.00
(0.003)
0.08
(0.072)
-0.55***
(0.095)

(0.211)
0.02***
(0.003)
0.68***
(0.099)
-1.31***
(0.070)

-0.01*
(0.006)
0.27**
(0.135)
-0.52***
(0.125)

-0.29***
(0.052)
0.63***
(0.103)
-0.19***
(0.052)
0.09***
(0.014)

-0.10**
(0.045)
0.18
(0.162)
-0.06
(0.076)
0.13***
(0.013)

-0.31***
(0.071)
0.49**
(0.198)
-0.94***
(0.208)
0.09***
(0.023)

0.00
(0.004)
1.01***
(0.103)
-1.11***
(0.093)

(0.096)
-0.01*
(0.003)
0.03
(0.073)
-0.40***
(0.087)

(0.201)
0.02***
(0.003)
0.60***
(0.096)
-1.09***
(0.074)

-0.08*
(0.044)
-0.11
(0.142)
-0.09
(0.087)
0.09***
(0.016)

-0.31***
(0.048)
0.68***
(0.098)
-0.20***
(0.051)
0.08***
(0.014)

-0.11**
(0.045)
0.24
(0.154)
-0.09
(0.076)
0.11***
(0.013)

Observations
232 243
74 473
232 243
Uncensored observations
2222
2045
2222
Log likelihood
-10 529.1
-7441.3
-11 094.7
Estimation method
----------------------------------Bivariate probit with censoring------------------------------------Sample
Full
Full
OECD
OECD
Full
Full
Time dummies
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Robust standard errors in parentheses. Time dummies and intercept are not reported. Standard errors are clustered by dyad.
*, **, *** Significance at the 10, 5 and 1% level, respectively
.
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The first specification (1) of table 4 tests the sensitivity of results to a more restrictive
definition of war for the hostility level of 4 and 5, implying the use of force and fullfledged war respectively. The significance of medium level of legalism is increased to 1%
level compared to our baseline estimation in table 3. This signifies that medium levels of
DSMs are more robust in inhibiting the escalation of sanctions to the higher level of
armed conflicts. Highly legalistic DSMs are, however, significant in mitigating the risk of
sanctions imposition but not efficient in preventing war through sanctions. Specification
(2) shows the results for OECD countries only. As can be seen, our baseline results are
sensitive when the level of legalism is tested only for OECD countries. Highly legalistic
DSMs are highly significant in reducing the probability of sanctions and moreover, their
escalation to war, whereas the medium legalistic DSMs are not significant, contrary to
baseline specification. These results provide an important insight, that, the highly
legalistic DSMs have a significant impact on sanctions and eventually on war among
wealthy countries. This can also be inferred that highly legalistic DSMs have a strong
impact for the countries having high-quality domestic institutions. This mitigating effect
of highly legalistic DSMs may not be the case for the developed-developing as well as
developing-developing countries.
Specification (3) controls for other potential co-determinants of war. Major powers do
strongly and positively initiate sanctions and further escalate to armed conflict. These
results are intuitive as major powers have certain interests in world politics and they signal
their intentions through economic sanctions and eventually through war. The communist
regimes do increase the probability of sanctions which does not spill over into war. Most
importantly, the effects of medium level of legalism remain significant.
Moreover, controlling for multilateral trade regime (membership of GATT/WTO) and
military expenditures of countries in dyad do not affect the baseline results. These
robustness checks are presented in table 5.
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Table 5: Impact of DSMs on war: robustness cont…
Dependent variable

MID

Sanctions

MID

(1)
Highly legalistic DSM
Medium Legalistic DSM
PTA
No. of peaceful years
GATT_WTO Membership
dummy
Sum log military expenditure (t-

-0.05
(0.122)
-0.63*
(0.332)
0.11
(0.102)
-0.02***
(0.003)
0.05
(0.057)

-0.65***
(0.167)
-0.17
(0.160)
-0.30**
(0.125)
-0.00**
(0.001)
0.23***
(0.050)

expenditure (t-4)
USA dummy

Trade dependence (t-4) (Multil.)
Zero trade dummy (t-4)
Socio-political variables
Common language dummy
Colonial relationship dummy

MID

(2)

4)
Abs. diff. log military

Trade Variables
Trade dependence (t-4) (Bil)

Sanctions

Sanctions
(3)

0.04
(0.139)
-0.54*
(0.330)
0.05
(0.114)
-0.02***
(0.003)

-0.89***
(0.183)
-0.20
(0.154)
-0.27**
(0.129)
-0.00
(0.001)

0.08***
(0.012)
-0.02*
(0.014)

0.16***
(0.013)
0.02
(0.015)

-0.04
(0.121)
-0.64*
(0.339)
0.12
(0.103)
-0.02***
(0.003)

-0.66***
(0.161)
-0.17
(0.150)
-0.23*
(0.124)
-0.00
(0.001)

0.29**
(0.133)

0.97***
(0.105)

0.03**
(0.013)
-0.17***
(0.044)
-0.14**
(0.063)

0.13***
(0.018)
0.02
(0.061)
-0.39**
(0.183)

-0.00
(0.013)
-0.16***
(0.047)
-0.04
(0.063)

0.04***
(0.016)
0.16**
(0.067)
-0.17
(0.212)

0.03**
(0.013)
-0.15***
(0.045)
-0.13**
(0.064)

0.13***
(0.017)
0.16***
(0.055)
-0.32*
(0.180)

0.08
(0.063)
0.26

-0.03
(0.076)
0.21

0.12*
(0.063)
0.29

0.06
(0.071)
0.21

0.05
(0.066)
0.31

-0.13*
(0.079)
0.40**
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Common colonizer dummy
Sum of polity indexes
Defense alliance
UN voting correlation
Geographical variables
Log Distance
Contiguity dummy
No. of landlocked countries
Sum log area

(0.208)
-0.09
(0.092)
-0.00*
(0.003)
0.07
(0.072)
-0.55***
(0.091)

(0.171)
-0.51**
(0.214)
0.02***
(0.003)
0.65***
(0.096)
-1.32***
(0.069)

(0.213)
0.05
(0.092)
-0.01***
(0.003)
0.07
(0.068)
-0.39***
(0.091)

(0.164)
-0.20
(0.237)
0.01***
(0.002)
0.66***
(0.085)
-0.88***
(0.078)

(0.213)
-0.09
(0.094)
-0.00*
(0.003)
0.02
(0.075)
-0.44***
(0.100)

(0.174)
-0.43**
(0.191)
0.01***
(0.003)
0.40***
(0.087)
-0.79***
(0.083)

-0.30***
(0.049)
0.64***
(0.096)
-0.20***
(0.050)
0.10***
(0.015)

-0.12***
(0.044)
0.18
(0.159)
-0.05
(0.075)
0.13***
(0.013)

-0.30***
(0.040)
0.72***
(0.095)
-0.10*
(0.053)
0.06***
(0.014)

-0.12***
(0.040)
0.34**
(0.146)
0.04
(0.076)
0.06***
(0.013)

-0.31***
(0.050)
0.65***
(0.097)
-0.21***
(0.051)
0.10***
(0.014)

-0.15***
(0.042)
0.22
(0.159)
-0.15**
(0.074)
0.11***
(0.013)

Observations
232 243
220 291
232 243
Uncensored observations
2222
2168
2222
Log likelihood
-11 245.6
-10 374.7
-11 064.6
Estimation method
----------------------------------------Bivariate probit with censoring---------------------------------------Sample
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Time dummies
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Robust standard errors in parentheses. Time dummies and intercept are not reported. Standard errors are clustered by dyad.
*, **, *** Significance at the 10, 5 and 1% level, respectively.
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Membership of GATT/WTO (specification (1) of table 5) increases the probability of
sanctions but exhibits no impact on war probability. The total military expenditure of
countries in dyad significantly increases the probability of sanctions and war, whereas the
difference in military expenditure between the dyad reduces the escalation of sanctions
into war (at 10 % level) (Specification (2)). Finally, it is important to consider the
influence of United States, the world’s most frequent initiator of economic sanctions.
(Hafner-Burton and Montgomery, 2008). The specification (3) offers the estimation,
controlling for US dummy, constituting 1 when one country in a dyad is United States.
The effects of medium level of legalism remain qualitatively the same. The presence of
US in a dyad increases the probability of sanctions initiation and also their escalation into
armed aggression.
The baseline and robustness results may suffer from unobserved heterogeneity as some
variables may be omitted in our analysis. The next subsection takes this issue into account
by implementing instrumental variable strategy.
4.4 Endogeneity

Jo and Namgung (2012) suggest that earlier institutional designs of PTAs exert
considerable influence on the current processes of institution creation. Moreover, states
tend to build the same level of legal instruments in subsequent PTAs. Therefore, the
choice of DSMs in PTAs is interdependent policy issues and there exists emulation
process of DSMs. The legal provisions in PTAs are diffused across PTAs.
Therefore, the number of PTAs containing the same level of DSM, signed with the third
countries would qualify as strong instruments for the existence of specific design of
DSMs. The number of high and medium legalistic DSMs (in PTAs) signed with the third
countries by the countries in the dyad are used separately as instrumental variables for
specific level of legalism. Further, the enlargement of PTAs (accession agreements)
indeed extends the same form of DSMs.
Since, the endogenous variables (highly and medium legalistic) are dummy variables,
using the traditional two-stage methodology would yield inconsistent estimates unless the
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first-stage model is exactly achieved. Angrist and Krueger (2001) establish that the values
fitted from a simple probit model may be used as instruments. Then, OLS estimated could
be used to generate first-stage results for the fitted values and other co-variates, known to
be exogenous. Therefore, following Vicard (2012), the three stage methodology is applied
here to address the existence of endogeneity. In the first stage, the values of highly and
medium legalistic DSMs are predicted using simple probit estimator with the two
instruments. Then, these predicted values are used to generate two distinct endogenous
DSM (highly and medium legalistic) dummies along with other exogenous covariates by
employing OLS model. In the third stage, these predictions are used in the bivariate probit
estimation.
The first stage IV coefficients are reported in specification (1) of table 6. The two
coefficients for highly and medium level of legalization are statistically significant at 1%,
confirming that they are strong instruments. As specified, by Jo and Namgung (2012) that
if a country signs a PTA, having a specific legal level, with one partner, will follow the
establishment of same institutional setup in subsequent PTAs. The results of endogenous
treatment of DSMs indeed exhibit that the influence of both types of DSMs is highly
significant and positive (with the increased magnitude) but the PTAs with the medium
level of legalism robustly prevent the sanctions escalation into the probability of war. The
effects of highly legalistic DSMs on war remain insignificant.
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Table 6: Impact of DSMs on war: robustness cont…
Dependent variable

MID

Sanctions

MID

(1)
Highly legalistic DSM
Medium Legalistic DSM
PTA
No. of peaceful years
Log Distance
Contiguity dummy
No. of landlocked countries
Trade dependence (t-4) (Bil)
Trade dependence (t-4) (Multil.)
Zero trade dummy (t-4)
Common language dummy
Colonial relationship dummy
Common colonizer dummy
Sum log area

0.18
(0.627)
-1.18**
(1.779)
0.30
(0.459)
-0.02***
(0.003)
-0.31***
(0.050)
0.60***
(0.107)
-0.22***
(0.050)
0.03**
(0.013)
-0.17***
(0.046)
-0.14**
(0.064)
0.08
(0.068)
0.28
(0.203)
-0.09
(0.093)
0.10***
(0.015)

Sanctions

MID

(2)
4.39***
(0.437)
1.07**
(0.472)
-2.01***
(0.230)
-0.00
(0.001)
-0.08
(0.049)
0.18
(0.167)
-0.11
(0.082)
0.14***
(0.019)
-0.05
(0.064)
-0.40**
(0.193)
0.10
(0.078)
0.08
(0.179)
-0.56**
(0.219)
0.13***
(0.013)

-0.01
(0.123)
-0.59*
(0.334)
0.10
(0.104)
-0.02***
(0.003)
-0.30***
(0.048)
0.64***
(0.098)
-0.18***
(0.051)
0.03***
(0.013)
-0.20***
(0.045)
-0.14**
(0.063)
0.08
(0.064)
0.24
(0.212)
-0.07
(0.092)
0.10***
(0.016)

Sanctions
(3)

-0.72***
(0.172)
-0.19
(0.158)
-0.28**
(0.124)
-0.00**
(0.001)
-0.14***
(0.045)
0.13
(0.158)
-0.11
(0.078)
0.13***
(0.018)
0.09
(0.062)
-0.38**
(0.183)
-0.05
(0.079)
0.15
(0.172)
-0.48**
(0.206)
0.16***
(0.014)

-0.05
(0.125)
-0.63*
(0.330)
0.11
(0.104)
-0.02***
(0.003)
-0.31***
(0.051)
0.64***
(0.098)
-0.21***
(0.051)
0.03**
(0.014)
-0.18***
(0.045)
-0.13*
(0.067)
0.08
(0.065)
0.25
(0.208)
-0.08
(0.093)
0.10***
(0.015)

-0.57***
(0.189)
-0.16
(0.158)
-0.30**
(0.132)
-0.00
(0.001)
-0.13***
(0.044)
0.37**
(0.157)
-0.07
(0.077)
0.11***
(0.018)
-0.13*
(0.071)
-0.14
(0.181)
-0.03
(0.077)
0.21
(0.169)
-0.15
(0.237)
0.12***
(0.013)
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Sum of polity indexes
Defense alliance
UN voting correlation

First stage IV
Sum highly legalistic DSMs
with third countries
Sum medium legalistic DSMs
with third countries
One oil exporter dummy
Two oil exporters dummy
Abs. diff in log GDP per capita (t-4)
Log sum GDP per capita (t-4)
Trade Symmetry

-0.00
(0.003)
0.00
(0.080)
-0.54***
(0.093)

0.02***
(0.003)
0.41***
(0.101)
-1.38***
(0.073)

High Legal
0.04***
(0.00)
-0.01***
(0.00)

Med. Legal
-0.02***
(0.00)
0.06***
(0.00)

-0.00
(0.003)
0.06
(0.071)
-0.56***
(0.093)

0.02***
(0.003)
0.69***
(0.099)
-1.25***
(0.070)

0.06
(0.069)
0.31**
(0.148)

-0.32***
(0.067)
-0.51
(0.374)

-0.00
(0.003)
0.08
(0.071)
-0.55***
(0.092)

0.01***
(0.002)
0.64***
(0.091)
-1.05***
(0.070)

0.02
(0.027)
-0.03
(0.048)
0.06
(0.082)

0.09***
(0.032)
0.37***
(0.068)
0.03
(0.025)

Observations
232 243
232 243
Uncensored observations
2222
2222
Log likelihood
-11 159.7
-11 259.8
Estimation method
-------------------------------------------Bivariate probit with censoring------------------------------------------Sample
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
--Time dummies
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Robust standard errors in parentheses. Time dummies and intercept are not reported. Standard errors are clustered by dyad.
*, **, *** Significance at the 10, 5 and 1% level, respectively.
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4.5 Economic Asymmetry and dependence

Pollins (2008) argue that economic ties may be conflict generating when a country
experiences dependence and thus may have security concerns. He notes the excerpt of
President Bush’s speech where he expressed concerns on the dependence on Middle East oil.
Moreover, the concerns of countries regarding relative gains may increase tensions,
potentially leading to armed conflict (Waltz, 1979; Snidal, 1991). Further estimations control
for the dependence and asymmetry among countries with oil exporter dummy as well as the
relative wealth of countries.
Accounting for oil exporting dummies (specification (2) of table 6) does not affect our
baseline results. However, the probability of sanctions escalation into war is significant when
the dyad consists of two oil exporters dummy. This may be interpreted as an increasing
tension in the aftermath of rising competition among oil exporters. The baseline results are
robust to the addition of variables concerning the wealth of countries and disparity between
them. In estimation (3), the results show that poor countries are not likely to escalate the
sanctions into war. The economic disparity (difference in GDP per capita) is found to be
insignificant. However, the two variables are found to be significantly initiating sanctions.
Further, the variable “trade symmetry” which is indeed Barbieri’s measure, calculated as

does not exhibit significant sign on sanctions as well as the latter's escalation to military
conflict. This confirms that the states, having symmetrical trade relations do not tend to have
conflicts.
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Table 7: Estimated Change in probabilities for sanctions escalation to
militarized disputes
Variables

% Δ Pr (MID=1|sanction=1)

Highly legalistic DSM

-3.34

Medium Legalistic DSM

-4.48*

PTA

-0.04

No. of peaceful years

-0.01***

Log Distance

-2.4***

Contiguity dummy

5.1***

No. of landlocked countries

-1.62

Trade dependence (t-4) (Bil)

0.8***

Trade dependence (t-4) (Multil)

-1.1**

Zero trade dummy (t-4)

-2.6***

Common language dummy

0.3

Colonial relationship dummy

0.2

Common colonizer dummy

-2.6**

Sum log area

1.2***

Sum of polity indexes

0.001**

Defense alliance

3.6***

UN voting correlation

-9.6***

Based on the outcomes of estimation (4) of table 3.
*, **, *** Significance at the 10, 5 and 1% level, respectively
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5 Determinants of institutionalization in preferential trade
agreements

The previous section confirms the differential effects of institutionalization in PTAs on the
probability that economic sanctions escalate into violent conflict, this section analyzes
international security specificities as determinants of institutionalization in PTAs.
The institutions are characterized by the development of patterns, values and norms. The work
of Parson in sociology emphasizes the role of the system itself allowing for the integration of
different functions into a coordinated, cohesive and, therefore, institutionalized manner.
Indeed, Parson defines social system as a system of interaction between actors.
Karl Deutsch adapts the same logic of social systems, put forward by Parson, to the study the
political systems. Deutsch (1953 [1966])’s transactionalist theory emphasizes the role of
actors present in different jurisdictional boundaries (countries) in the progress towards
governance. In the other words, the basis of institutional integration is grounded in
communication. In Deutsch’s words:
“Communication is the cement that makes organizations. Communication enables a
group to think together, to see together and to act together”.
Hence, the visits of state leaders, exchange of persons, activities have an important role to
play in institution building. The transactionalist theory hypothesizes that integration among
nations is based on political, economic, social and cultural ties. In other words, cooperation in
various fields among nations has a spillover towards institutions. By symmetry, the conflicting
relations between the countries hinder the institution building process.
After the seminal paper of Baier and Bergstrand (2004), which examines the economic
determinants of PTAs, the literature moved on to analyze other than economic determinants of
PTAs.
In the empirical literature of institution building, specifically in the context of trade
agreements, few scholars have attempted to examine the political determinants of PTAs. For
example, Lederman and Ozden (2007) argue that US gives the status of Generalized System
of Preferences (GSP) unilaterally to the states on the basis of geopolitical relations. Vicard
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(2012) finds that low-level interstate conflicts lead to the formation of deep institutions (CUs
and CMs) and hinder the formation of shallow agreements (FTAs). However, Martin et al.
(2012) argue that the conflicts in the recent past hinder the formation of trade agreements.
Further, in the world of trade negotiations, China’s prime criteria to choose the trade partner is
that state should have good political and diplomatic relations with China (see general
introduction).
This section attempts to analyze the effects of interstate cooperation in various fields on the
incorporation of dispute settlement mechanisms (DSMs) in the light of Deutsch’s
transactionalist theory. The implications to test the different levels of institutionalization in
PTAs are clear. This study quantifies these notions using Global Data on Events, Location and
Tone (GDELT) database. This database carries the records of political and economic events
between the states whether cooperative or conflictual. These cooperation and conflictual
events could be verbal or material. Each event is then mapped to Goldstein (1992) scale which
provides the quantification based on the intensity of event whether cooperative or conflictual
(positive values for cooperative and negative values for conflictual). The events data between
each pair of countries is then aggregated by year and the index is created by subtracting the
conflictual events (hence values) from cooperative events (values). This index depicts the
level of net interstate cooperative events, hence communication in political, economic and
social spheres. It follows

Simple probit model is employed across pooled-cross sectional data to analyze these effects
with time fixed effects. The impact of this index is examined on both types of DSMs
(described in previous section). The equation takes the form:

The variable of net cooperation is logged. However, this variable can take negative values
(when cooperation will be less than conflict). Therefore, to take into account the negative
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values, the log-modulus transformation proposed by John and Draper (1980) is applied. The
transformation takes the log of the absolute value by adding the value of 1 to it. Then, if the
original value is negative, the negative sign is “put back” by multiplying the value with -1. In
this way, one can take account of zero values also. Symbolically, it takes the form:

Haftel (2012) argues that increasing trade flows do create the need for institutionalization.
This variable is added accordingly to the model. Remaining are the control variables that may
affect the level of institutionalization in PTAs. Results are presented in table 8.
Table 8: Determinants of dispute settlement mechanisms (DSMs) in PTAs
Dependant variable

Dispute settlement mechanisms (medium and highly legalistic)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
H.DSM
H.DSM
M.DSM
M.DSM

Net cooperation (t - 4)

0.05***
(0.013)
0.12***
(0.024)
-0.48***
(0.085)
0.11**
(0.051)
-0.32***
(0.061)
0.16
(0.15)
0.06
(0.080)
-0.25**
(0.109)
1.02***
(0.15)
0.051***
(0.005)

Bilateral Trade flows (log)
Log sum GDP (t-4)
Log diff GDP (t-4)
Log distance
Contiguity
No. of landlocked countries
Common language
Common colonizer
Sum of polity indexes
Defense alliance
UN voting correlation (t - 5)

0.03*
(0.015)
0.11***
(0.025)
-0.46***
(0.087)
0.12**
(0.051)
-0.19***
(0.066)
0.15
(0.151)
0.18**
(0.082)
-0.52***
(0.126)
0.92***
(0.148)
0.05***
(0.00490)
0.91***
(0.112)
1.02***
(0.19)

-0.01
(0.015)
0.049*
(0.027)
0.066
(0.094)
-0.03
(0.054)
0.14**
(0.063)
0.16
(0.175)
-0.18*
(0.093)
-0.21
(0.129)
-0.32
(0.230)
0.03***
(0.007)

0.00
(0.014)
0.07**
(0.029)
-0.04
(0.097)
-0.02
(0.055)
0.02
(0.068)
0.33*
(0.191)
-0.21**
(0.099)
-0.16
(0.149)
-0.14
(0.242)
0.05***
(0.007)
-0.53***
(0.123)
-1.01***
(0.160)
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Observations
21715
21715
21715
21715
Log likelihood
-7268.41
-6512.34
-5869.92
-6210.36
2
Pseudo R
0.31
0.38
0.19
0.15
Dyads
1032
1032
1032
1032
Time dummies
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Robust standard errors in parentheses. Standard errors are clustered by dyad. H.DSM and M. DSM
are Highly legalistic and Medium legalistic mechanisms respectively.
*, **, *** Significance at the 10, 5 and 1% level, respectively.

Specifications 1 and 2 measure the effects of net interstate cooperation on highly legalistic
dispute settlement mechanism whereas (3) and (4) on medium level of institutionalization. All
specifications are controlled by time dummies. Only those dyads are considered which have
entered into any kind of PTA whether they have low, medium or highly legalistic
mechanisms. All dyads are dropped which do not have any kind of PTA. This allows to
analyze the institutionalization of PTAs and not just PTAs. Estimation (1) clearly indicates
that net cooperation has positive effects on high levels of institutionalization in PTAs
implying that cooperative communication17 between the pair of countries push them to sign
high level of institutions. The variable is highly significant at 1 percent level. The political,
economic and military cooperation and thus, higher level of trust among states, encourages the
latter to enter into highly legalistic institutions. Specification (2) adds two important strategic
variables i.e. defense alliance and UN voting correlation, capturing the strategic relationship
between the pair of countries outside PTA. Accounting for these variables, which are highly
significant, reduces the significance for the variable of net cooperation, however it is still
significant at 10 percent level. The sum of GDPs of the two countries discourages them to sign
high levels of institutions whereas it is interesting to note that difference in GDP levels have
positive and significant effects on the design of highly legalistic mechanisms. Therefore, the
GDP asymmetry plays an important role. The larger economies ensure the credibility of
commitments from the smaller economies by signing hard law. Sum of democracy indexes is
positive and significant in the creation of highly legalistic mechanisms. The control variables
such as geographical distance, common language and common colonizer are showing the
expected signs.

17

Communication could be conflictual
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On the other hand, the explanatory variable (cooperation) has no significant effects on the
incorporation of medium level of legalism in PTAs. The countries, having mutual cooperation
in various fields do not create medium level of institutions rather they resort to high level of
legalism.

6

Conclusion and discussion

This chapter has investigated systematically the ways by which trade institutions could
influence the complex processes conducting states to avoid military conflicts or to resort to
war. Essentially, it identifies an important channel through which institutionalization in
economic agreements (Dispute Settlement Mechanisms in particular) may have pacifying
effects on militarized interstate disputes (MIDs) i.e. through threat and imposition of
economic sanctions.
There is a long debate going on whether international institutions (specifically international
trade institutions) affect security relations between nations. Contradicting theories and
empirical claims are put forward by realists and liberals. The former posit that the institutions
are epiphenomenal and possess no power to constrain state behavior whereas the latter claim
that the institutions are likely to promote cooperation by supplying forums for consultation,
arbitration and adjudication, thus reducing the risk of war between states.
Empirical studies, attempting to assess these contradicting theories, didn't bring univocal
conclusions. Recent empirical evidence, finding the conflict mitigating effects of institutions
fails to provide proper explanations on “how” institutions matter.
This study has identified an important channel through which the legal dimension of trade
institutions (hence DSMs in PTAs) may have pacifying effects on the outbreaks of war. This
dimension is also termed as the third leg of the Kantian tripod of perpetual peace. Dispute
Settlement Mechanisms of PTAs do have strong implications for MIDs, although not directly,
but through low-level of foreign policy disputes, such as economic sanctions. On the research
question, whether economic sanctions increase conflicts or not, there exists contrasting
theories and empirical evidence. Our data has confirmed, in the first step, that economic
sanctions lead to military aggression. But on the other hand, PTAs, containing DSMs prevent
the escalation of sanctions into militarized interstate disputes.
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Dispute Settlement Mechanisms, having capability to intervene in lower-level economic
disputes (such as sanctions), are more likely to end up in negotiation, compromises, thirdparty arbitration or adjudication, before interstate disputes escalate into open hostilities.
This study has proposed a model to account for selection effects, helping to delineate clearly,
the effects of DSMs on sanctions as well as the latter’s escalation into MIDs. In order to
analyze the differential effects of the institutionalization, the DSMs were identified according
to their scope, highly legalistic and medium level of legalism.
Results indicate that medium level of legalism in PTAs, allowing for third-party binding
resolution, do not have any impact on sanctions. However, they are efficient and robust in
preventing the sanctions conflict to turn into militarized conflict. Highly legalistic institutions
(standing tribunals) do reduce significantly the sanctions but have no impact on war
probabilities. Another important result drawn from this study is that bilateral trade dependence
increases the probability of sanctions, and further escalates economic sanctions into military
conflict. However, multilateralism trade dependence with the rest of the world reduces
significantly the probability of military aggression between the two states.
The study conducted in this chapter has important implications. First it reveals important
information regarding the interplay of instutionalization (legalization) of trade institutions and
militarized interstate disputes. The level of legalism is effective in preventing the escalation
into military conflict when the sovereignty of states remains intact. These institutions can also
be referred to as state-controlled DSMs. However, when the state sovereignty is limited (in the
presence of highly legalistic mechanisms), the institutionalization has no impact on war
probability. Therefore, the results of this study suggest that PTAs, containing DSMs have
positive effects on cooperation and thus mitigating military disputes but this is not true for all
types of DSMs. Moreover, bilateral trade dependence increases the risk of war as suggested
by Hirschman when he first launched this debate. The above analysis brings additional results
by showing that sanctions are an important intermediate stage in the process of conflict
escalation. It also shows that multilateral trade dependence with rest of the world plays an
important role in preventing the outbreaks of militarized disputes in between two nations.
This chapter then contributed to underline the important role of trade institutions, and more
specifically of free trade agreements, in shaping international cooperation and in mitigating
conflicts.
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A limitation of this investigation is that it implicitly assumes that trade disputes and political
disputes are always closely intricated. In fact, part of the conflicts escalating into war may be
traced back to trade conflicts, leading to sanctions (as the phrase trade war suggests), but it is
not always the case. As for trade conflicts, it is only rarely that they end up in war. To take the
ironical formula of Bearce (2003) “disputes about banana tariffs, are not likely to escalate
into military confrontations”, nor will conflicts on foie gras or Roquefort (to give a French
touch).
Obviously, many war outbreaks have origins which are not directly related to trade disputes,
even though economic interests may be at stake. Such are territorial disputes, conflicts on the
exploitation of natural resources, including access to water reserves or exploitation or fisheries
resources. It is to be noted that even the more economy related of these conflicts are not likely
to be part of preferential trade agreements focusing on trade and investment issues. They
would rather be settled by separate treaties.
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